
Weekly Market Guide

Another big week for equities has the S&P 500 +10% from its recent lows on 10/27. The catalyst has been economic data

supporting a potential end to the Fed’s rate hike cycle, which has coincided with sharply lower bond yields (relieving

pressure on stock valuations).

Inflation Moderation- Yesterday’s October CPI report showed core CPI rise 0.2% m/m (below estimates of 0.3%). This was the

5th month in a row that core inflation grew in the 0.1-0.3% range (a range that was the norm prior to Covid). The average 

growth rate over the last five months has been 0.23%... If that 0.2% m/m pace can continue, core CPI y/y could reach 2.6% by 

next May and 2.4% by this time next year. That is where the Fed wants core CPI (2-2.5% target range) and is why investors 

cheered the data yesterday. Moreover, today’s October PPI (producer prices) provided further evidence that inflation is coming 

down.

Fed Expectations- Economic data over recent weeks has shown inflation moderating, the undersupplied labor market

normalizing, and consumer spending softening/weakening. We believe the Fed is in “wait and see” mode, as they have done a 

lot up to this point and the full effects of their rapid tightening work with a lag on the economy. However, at the same time,

they do not want the market front-running potential Fed actions too quickly relative to the economic data, which would run 

the risk of unwinding some of the progress made on inflation. For example, sharply lower bond yields and stocks ripping higher 

are inflationary, which is what they are still battling. So, while they are likely on hold for now, the Fed is also likely to talk tough 

with stocks rallying and bond yields declining. The Fed will remain committed to bringing inflation lower and keeping it there 

(until employment cracks).

Strong Response From Oversold Conditions- We noted the internal strength two weeks ago from oversold levels (back-to-

back days of 7.5x and 5x advancers vs decliners), which coincided with the November FOMC announcement, October jobs 

report, and lower bond yields. Yesterday’s rally exhibited another breadth thrust, as advancers vs. decliners reached 10x. The 

cluster of strength beneath the surface is an encouraging signal that the worst of the recent drawdown may be behind us. Now, 

there is still work to do. Over half of stocks are below their 200 DMA and will need to rebuild their trends. Additionally, 

economic volatility appears to be picking up, and the Fed is unlikely to make sustainable market strength easy (as it battles 

inflation).

In sum- The Fed is likely on hold for now, but its tone will be tough with bond yields moving lower and stocks moving higher.

Technically, we are encouraged by the internal strength exhibited from oversold conditions- raising the odds that the worst of

this drawdown may be behind us. And we remain positive on equities over the next 12 months, as this bear market approaches

two years in length with the average stock’s valuation on the lower end of its long-term range. The market may be in for a 

grind, but we would use weakness as opportunity.
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October CPI- Better Than Estimates 
Yesterday’s October CPI report showed core CPI rise 0.2% m/m (below estimates of 0.3%). This was the 5th month in a row that core inflation grew 
in the 0.1-0.3% range (a range that was the norm prior to Covid). The average growth rate over the last five months has been 0.23%... If that 0.2% 
m/m pace can continue, core CPI y/y could reach 2.6% by next May and 2.4% by this time next year. That is where the Fed wants core CPI (2-2.5% 
target range) and is why investors cheered the data yesterday. Moreover, today’s October PPI (producer prices) provided further evidence that 
inflation is coming down. 
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S&P 500 Fundamentals 

Q3 earnings season is approaching an end, as 92% of S&P 500 companies have reported up to this point.  Results have been good with 79% of 
companies beating earnings estimates by an aggregate 7.3% (above long-term averages).  However, stock reactions have not been as impressive with 
“misses” being punished much more than “beats” have been rewarded.  Some of this has to do with the market being in a drawdown during the bulk of 
reporting season, but forward guidance and earnings estimates have also declined- reflective of a softening economic environment.   

We expect the lagged effects of rapid Fed tightening to weigh on economic activity ahead- and believe earnings will weaken. However, the market is a 
forward-looking mechanism; and a lot of negativity has been discounted already.  The current bear market is now over 22 months in length, and the 
average stock’s valuation is on the lower end of its long-term range.  Importantly, valuations bottom well ahead of the fundamentals in recessions, and it 
is normal for higher valuations to drive market performance (as investors discount an eventual economic recovery).  While the market may remain in a 
grind for now, we believe that multiple expansion will result in higher prices over the next 12 months (despite lower earnings).  Accordingly, we 
recommend using weakness as opportunity.   
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Fed Expectations & Bond Yields Driving Equity Markets 
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The S&P 500 decisively broke out of its 3-month downtrend, ending the 
series of lower highs and lower lows in place since July. The catalyst has 
been economic data supporting a potential end to the Fed’s rate hike 
cycle, which has coincided with sharply lower bond yields (relieving 
pressure on stock valuations).  

Technically, we are encouraged by the internal strength exhibited from 
oversold conditions- raising the odds that the worst of this drawdown 
may be behind us. Now, there is still work to do. Over half of stocks are 
below their 200 DMA and will need to rebuild their trends. Additionally, 
economic volatility appears to be picking up, and the Fed is unlikely to 
make sustainable market strength easy (as it battles inflation).  The 
market may be in for a grind, but we would use weakness as opportunity. 
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Fed Expectations- On Hold, But Tone Will Be Tough 
Economic data over recent weeks has shown inflation moderating, the 
undersupplied labor market normalizing, and consumer spending 
softening/weakening. We believe the Fed is in “wait and see” mode, as 
they have done a lot up to this point and the full effects of their rapid 
tightening work with a lag on the economy. However, at the same time, 
they do not want the market front-running potential Fed actions too 
quickly relative to the economic data, which would run the risk of 
unwinding some of the progress made on inflation. For example, 
sharply lower bond yields and stocks ripping higher are inflationary, 
which is what they are still battling. So, while they are likely on hold for 
now, the Fed is also likely to talk tough with stocks rallying and bond 
yields declining. The Fed will remain committed to bringing inflation 
lower and keeping it there (until employment cracks). 

Bond market pricing in an end to the rate hike cycle, and the 
next move being cuts in 2H 2024 
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